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Now this is the kind of proposition that we understand and that we
believe in . dre are willing to negotiate with 1~r . Vishinsky and his col-
leagues 66 times, or even 666 times, provided that ~ir . Vishinsky really
believes that there is some possibility of a firm and honest accommodation
emerging from these discussions . There cannot, however, be such a settle-
nent unless both sides, in the give and take of negotiation, are willing to
adjust their positions when necessary, to writé the agreement in simple and
precise terms, to carry out its provisions in good faith, and to regard the
matter as settled . rte get novrhere, hoRever, if negotiations are carried on .
jii what is called "double talk" -- that is, if people turn up after the ne=
gotiations are ended and assert that at the conference table they had meant
something quite different from .what they had seemed to mean .

Let us assume, however, that bir . Vishinsky really means what he says
when he suggests that his government is willing to go steadily and patiently
to the end of the long road of negotiation by which international problem s
are settled . This is hopeful news . It will mean more to the world than
any number of five-power pacts, for it will enable us to set about solving

the r.iany outstanding problems which have been left over since, the end of

the war . The most dangerous feature in the in,cnediate situation is that we
~ay be led to think that it is hopeless to try to m:ske this effort . History
meanwhile, is adding new complications to these problems, hardening the
d,oulds that mast be changed, giving permanency to situations which we all
regarded as temporary . These problems can be found at every point on the
circumference of the Russian sphere of influence, and in all the major issues
that stand between us . They cannot be settled without concessions on both
sides . The m.ost useful contribution that D;r . Vishinsky and his governnent
could r.ake to the maintenance of peace would be to coae forrrJard with practical
suggestions which he honestly thinks might form a basis for reasonable ne-
gotiation for the settlement of any one of these outstanding problems . l,ben
if we could settle one of them, the tenzperature of international relations
would start to ~o down, the fevers would start to abate, and the peaceful
objectives which he and his friends vociferously proclaim would come with-
in our reach.

1Yhat we lack, of course, is butual confidence . I do not suppose
that we can restore confidence solely by talking, but I think it will be use-
ful to us all if we study the statements that have been made in this debate .
Ferhaps we shall at least understand one another better . From the study .that
Ihave been able to make of them so far, I am surprised to find that Lx .
Vishinsky and his colleagues seem still to be obsessed with the old fear of
encirclement and intervention . At one point he said with a great show of
enthusiasm that six hundred million people in the world shared his views .
Ipresun:e that he reached the figure of six hundred million by addin g
together the two hundred million people of the Soviet Union and its border-
lands in Europe and the four hundred million people of China wham h3 now
clair,s to be within the com :,.unist world . Time alone will tell ti.ht.ther the
Chinese are as zealous converts as he now assures, but at least he is
entitled to take what comfort he can out of the present circumstances .
Since he reaches his figure of six hundred million people in this way, one
mst conclude that he regards the entire balance of the world outside this
area as being hostile to the Soviet Union . Let ne assure him, hoti•rever, that
the Russian people do have friends in the free world -- not only cozr.ilainist
friends, but friends of all sorts who admire the courage und resourcefulness
of that people and who sincerely desire to live at peace with them on the
basis of raxtual toleration and respect . Intervention was certainly a fact
in Russian history, but it is long since dead: ;ihy does l:r . Vishinsky feel
that he aust frighten people of his own country by making this ghost w31k
aga~• :►s for encirclement ; well, we are all encircled, if we choose t o
look at the world that tiray . Surely the leaders of the Soviet Union, whose
Power is greater th:in ever before in Russian history, cannot have any real
fear of encirclement . Thi .. again m.ay be something rrhich à:r . Vishinsky is
t3lk1ng about because of its effect on his ov:n people ; because of the desire
of the ruling circles in Russia to hold these peotiFo together even if fears
~d Suspicions must be manufactured for that purpose . It is an old device


